Subject: Change of grossweight to increase useful load

Effectivity: Motorglider GROB G 109 all serial numbers up to no. G000 but not including: serial no. 6001 and 6010

Accomplishment: No urgency

Reason: Change of grossweight
Maximum permitted grossweight is increased from 810 kg (1780 IBs) to 825 kg (1815 lbs)

Instructions:
- Replacement of placard (weight and airspeeds) in the cockpit
- Revised load table for calculation of changed load weights
- Note about changed grossweight on page 18 of the flight manual
- Certification of proper execution of this technical information in the aircraft's logbook.

Material: Reference to revised placards and replacement pages of flight and maintenance manual only from the manufacturer.

Weight and balance: No change

Remarks: Execution by inspector class 3 (LBA) or equivalent authorized personal, authorized workshop or the manufacturer.

Mindelheim, May 12, 1981
LBA certified: June 18, 1981

i. A. Dipl. Ing. H. Wilser